ABSTRACT This paper proposes open-source hardware Posit Arithmetic Core Generator (PACoGen) for the recently developed universal number posit number system, along with a set of pipelined architectures. The posit number system composed of a run-time varying exponent component, which is defined by a composition of varying length ''regime-bit'' and ''exponent-bit'' (with a maximum size of ES bits, the exponent size). This in effect also makes the fraction part to vary at run-time in size and position. These run-time variations inherit an interesting hardware design challenge for posit arithmetic architectures. The posit number system, being at an infant stage of its development, possess very limited hardware solutions for its arithmetic architectures. In this view, this paper targets the algorithmic development and generic HDL generators (PACoGen) for basic posit arithmetic. The proposed open source PACoGen currently includes the adder/subtractor, multiplier, and division arithmetic. The PACoGen can provide the Verilog HDL code respective posit arithmetic for any given posit word width (N) and exponent size (ES), as defined under the posit number system. Further, pipelined architectures of 32-bit posit with 6-bit exponent size are also proposed and discussed for addition/subtraction, multiplication, and division arithmetic. The proposed posit arithmetic architectures are demonstrated on the Virtex-7 (xc7vx330t-3ffg1157) FPGA device as well as Nangate 15 nm ASIC platform.
I. INTRODUCTION
The universal number (unum) system was first proposed in 2015 and has undergone a number of progressive evolution since then as type-1 [1] - [3] , type-2 [4] , [5] , and type-3 [6] , [7] . Posit is the part of latest revision, the type-3 unum. Unum is claimed as a possible substitute for floating point (FP) number system [8] . Interesting, type-3 unum, the posit, format is more closer to FP representation than type-1 and type-2 unum. As claimed and shown by its developers', posit provides many benefits over FP standard, including better dynamic range and accuracy over same bit field, more accurate and exact arithmetic computations [6] .
These proposals have created a significant amount of interest in the community. As a result a range of software tools are developed for unum using Julia, C, C++ etc. However, very limited work has been aimed for hardware
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solutions. This paper is aimed towards an open-source hardware Posit Arithmetic Core Generator (PACoGen) for recently developed posit number system under the unum umbrella. Currently, it is focused on basic arithmetic of posit addition/subtraction, multiplication and division arithmetic. Remaining−Bit, if any (1) A posit format is defined as a combination of its word size (N) and exponent size (ES), as (N,ES). As shown in (1) , the components in posit format (regime, exponent and mantissa) varied at run-time which provides various options of dynamic range and accuracy/precision. As claimed and shown (with detailed demonstration on several example cases) by the posit developers [6] , [9] , these available choices in posit would be beneficial for a variety of applications having different set of requirements on dynamic range and accuracy, while providing significant benefits over floating point standard. Posit provide several key benefits over FP standard, including
• Better dynamic range: for a similar word size, posit provide more wider dynamic range than FP.
• Posit provide more accurate and exact arithmetic computations than FP.
• Posit does not Overflow/Underflow, and thus does not lose all the information.
• Posit defines only one ZERO, one Infinity and no Not-a-Number (NaN). The Infinity representation can also be used for NaN outcome. By not including NaN, with a M-bit FP mantissa, posit saves on 2 M +1 − 2 invalid (NaN) combinations. A brief analysis of 8-bit floating point and posit format is shown below along with their accuracy variation in Fig. 1 (taken from [9] )
While posit provides a range of qualitative numerical benefits over FP standard, the run-time variation in its component provide an interesting hardware design challenge. Handling components extraction and components packing due to runtime variation in Posit are primary challenging part in its hardware implementation. This requires a significant dynamicity in related hardware components, and further including parameterization in these including other sub-components of each arithmetic unit, poses an additional design challenge. It is discussed in all related sections how these are handled during architectural development.
Earlier related hardware solutions on posit includes [10] - [13] . The initial work on posit hardware research [10] , [13] are proposed by the authors which briefly includes the primary on posit arithmetic generators. Following these initial work, [11] has proposed a fixed width (32-bit) posit adder and multiplier architectures, and [12] has briefly presented a (proprietary) generator for posit adder and multiplier. These literature has briefly laid down the initial findings on the posit hardware work. Following these literature, the current manuscript is aimed as a detailed, improved as well as augmented proposal on posit arithmetic core generator, named as PACoGen.
This manuscript is build upon the work presented in [10] which has briefly discussed the HDL generators for posit adder and multiplier on a FPGA platform. The current manuscript includes a much wider and minute explanation of the PACoGen for adder and multiplier along with several improvements over earlier work. The current manuscript also includes the posit HDL generator for division arithmetic based on Newton-Raphson method [14] - [16] . Our future work on posit division generator will also be focused on including other division methods (digit recurrence, digit convergence, SRT methods). The current manuscript also presents a pipelined version of posit adder, multiplier and divider arithmetic architecture for a specific posit configuration for performance improvement. It also demonstrated the implementation results on Nangate 15nm ASIC [17] as well as Virtex-7 FPGA device platform.
The prime contributions of current manuscript can be summarized as follows:
• Algorithmic flows for posit arithmetic architectures are proposed for addition/subtraction, multiplication and division (with Newton-Raphson method).
• An open source parameterized Verilog HDL generator for posit adder/subtractor, multiplier and division (with Newton-Raphson method) arithmetic is proposed.
• Implementations are demonstrated on a Virtex-7 FPGA device as well as 15nm ASIC platform over a range of word-size with varying exponent size (ES).
• A pipelined architecture for these arithmetic are also proposed and discussed for 32-bit posit with 6-bit exponent size.
II. BACKGROUND: THE POSIT NUMBER SYSTEM
Here a brief introduction of posit number system is presented. A detailed information of posit number system can be found at [6] . A posit number is defined by its exponent size (ES) for a given word size (N). Its generic format is shown in (1) . Posit format has following features.
• Posit format has only two reserved/special representation, one for ZERO and another for infinity.
• The ZERO is represented by all bits with zero '0' value (000 . . . .000).
• The infinity is representation by all bits, but sign-bit, as '0' value (100 . . . 000).
• The posit format does not provide any separate/special representation for Not-a-Number (NaN).
• It also does not consider sub-normal or denormal representation. Thus, posits are always a normalized number.
• The posit format consists of four field: Sign-bit, Regimebits, Exponent-Bits and Mantissa-Bits.
• Sign-Bit: -is 0 for positive posit numbers.
-is 1 for negative posit numbers. Further, for negative number, it requires to first take a two's complement of remaining field before decoding the regime, exponent and mantissa bits.
• The total exponent value in posit is defined by the combination of regime-bits and exponent-bits.
• Regime Bits: -Regime bits are a sequence of either all 0 or 1, terminated by an opposite bit. Its run-length determines the value of regime-bit. -A string of m-bit 0 terminated by (m+1)th bit as 1 gives a value of -m (01 → −1), (0001 → −3) -A string of m-bit 1 terminated by (m+1)th bit as 0 gives a value of m-1 (10 → 0), (111110 → 4) -With regime value of k, its contribution in total exponent value is (2 (2 ES ) ) k
• Exponent Bits: -Exponents bits are unsigned integer which can be maximum of ES (exponent size) bits in length. The value of ES defined the format of posit number. -With value of e, its contribution in total exponent is 2 e .
• Mantissa Bits: -It function similar to the normalized floating point standard and any remaining bits (if available) after regime and exponent bits are occupied by it. -For a given ES value, the maximum mantissa width can be N-ES-3.
• With a regime value of k, exponent value of e and mantissa value of f (including hidden bit 1), the equivalent decimal value of a posit would be
• In case, width of exponent part is less than ES, the available portion will be treated as MSB of exponent portion. For example, with N = 8 and ES = 4, for posit number 00000111 → 0 0 0001 1 1, sign is 0, regime sequence is 00001 and only 2-bit of exponent 11 (for ES = 4) is available. Here, the actual exponent will be 1100, after appending remaining LSBs with 0. Let us go through few examples for decimal equivalent of 8-bit posit (P). The sign, regime, exponent and mantissa field are separated (by underscore) for easy understanding, and negative values are first converted into 2's complement before decoding.
WithES = 2 :
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As mentioned above that for a given value of ES, the mantissa width also varies at run-time. A graphical representation of this variation is shown in Figs 2 for N = 8 and N = 16 posit. It can be seen that posit representation founds more fraction bits around ±1.For a given ES, the maximum mantissa width could be N-ES-3 (where, value 3 accounts for 1 sign bit and minimum 2 bits for regime 01 or 10).
III. PACOGEN: POSIT ARITHMETIC CORE GENERATOR
In this section a detailed description of posit arithmetic HDL generators are presented. HDL generators for adder/subtractor, multiplier and division arithmetic is proposed in this paper. These are parameterized for any posit word size (N) and exponent size (ES). The basic computation flow for these arithmetic is presented in Fig. 3 . It starts with the posit data extraction, then performs the core arithmetic processing related to given arithmetic, followed by the posit construction, rounding and final processing. The details regarding each of these steps are discussed in each of arithmetic section description.
A. ADDER/SUBTRACTOR HDL GENERATOR
The proposed parameterized algorithmic computational flow for posit addition/subtraction is partitioned into 3 segments, as shown in Fig. 3 . These include posit data extraction segment which extracts the sign, regime-bit, exponent-bit, and mantissa information from the input operands, core adder arithmetic processing for mantissa addition and effective exponent value computation and finally followed by the posit data composition, rounding and post-processing which combine sign, regime, exponent, mantissa. This same computation flow is used for posit subtraction also, after taking a two's complement of second operand. So, for further discussion, we will just refer to addition/adder only.
1) POSIT DATA EXTRACTION
The posit data extraction flow is presented in Algorithm-1. Based on the Algorithm-1, a parameterized Verilog HDL is constructed which takes posit word size (N) and exponent size (ES) as its parameter and produces hardware for desired (N and ES) requirement. Since the maximum width of regime sequence can be of (N-1) bits, RS bits (= Log 2 N ) can store its maximum absolute numerical value.
The Posit extraction algorithm first check the input operands for exceptional cases (ZERO and INFINITY) (Line 7 to 13 in Algorithm-1). All bits with 0 leads to a zero posit representation, however, all bits with 0 except a true sign bit leads to infinity posit representation.
The MSB of posit operands provide the respective signbits (Line 15). For negative posit operands (if true sign bit), it would undergo a 2's complement conversion, except the sign bit, and produces transformed XIN1 and XIN2 operands.
The posit data extraction idea can be sought from Fig. 4 . The MSB of XIN operand act as the regime check (RC) bit: 0 for negative regime sequence and, 1 for positive regime sequence. Now, for regime sequence detection it requires to find out the position of terminating regime bit. As shown in Fig. 4 , primary idea is to use a leading one detector (LOD) to detect the terminating 1 in a sequence of 0s (000. . . 0001) and use a leading zero detector (LZD) to detect the terminating 0 in a sequence of 1s (111. . . 1110). However, if the presence of a sequence of 111. . . 1110 complemented (1's complement), then the use of a single LOD would Check for ZEROs 8 : XIN1_tmp ← XIN1_tmp << R (Flush out regime sequence) 22: E1 ← MSB ES-bits of XIN1_tmp (Exponent) 23: M1 ← Remaining bits of XIN1_tmp (Mantissa, Append Hidden Bit) 24: Extraction from IN2: → S2, R2, E2, M2 suffice the purpose of finding regime sequence terminating bit. This is shown in Fig. 4 as regime extraction improved method, and this process provides the run-length of regime sequence (R). The effective absolute regime value would be R for a sequence of 0 (−ve regime sequence), and R-1 for a VOLUME 7, 2019 
ENDGENERATE
After finding the regime run-length value, the regime sequence is flushed out of XIN_tmp operand by left shifting it by R amount with the help of a dynamic left shifter. This process aligned the exponent and mantissa combination at the MSB of XIN_tmp. As the length of exponent is defined (ES bits) and its position is know at this stage of computation, the exponent and mantissa (the remaining portion) are easily extracted as in Lines 22-23 of Algorithm-1. The maximum bit-width of mantissa can be N-ES-2.
The parameterized Verilog based generation and construction of dynamic left shifter (DLS) is presented in Algorithm-3. It is based on the barrel shifter and parameterized with word size N and shifting amount S. It requires one N-bit 2:1 MUX for each bit of S. Thus, here it would need RS numbers of 2:1 MUXs each of (N-1) bit size.
Thus, posit extraction unit extract the sign bits, effective absolute regime values, exponents value and mantissa from respective posit operands and passes (XIN1,S1,RC1,R1,E1,M1 and XIN2,S2,RC2,R2,E2,M2) to next unit for further processing. OP ← S1 xor S2
(Effective Operation) 8: Check for Large Operand and Small Operand Normalization of Add_M: 21: Nshift ← LOD of Add_M (Check for Leading-One) 22: Add_M ← Add_M << Nshift, (Dynamic Left Shifting by Nshift) 23: Final EXPONENT (E_O) and REGIME (R_O) Computation: 
2) CORE ADDITION ARITHMETIC
This unit mostly work like a analogous floating point adder arithmetic unit. In this stage the core arithmetic of mantissa addition/subtraction, and resultant exponent and regime value computation are processed. The effective arithmetic operation (addition/subtraction) between both mantissa operands are find by a XOR logic operation between both sign bits (Line 7 algorithm'4). To perform the mantissa addition/subtraction, large and small operands need to be find out out (Line 8-11). A direct comparison of XIN1 and XIN2 gives the information of large and small operand. It requires a (N-1) bits greater-than-equal-to comparison component. Based on this comparison the large and small components of sign-bit, regime-check bit, regime, exponent and mantissa are computed (LS, SS for sign; LRC, SRC for regime-check bit; LR, SR for regime; LE, SE for exponent; and LM, SM for mantissa). All of these require 2:1 MUXs of respective component bit-width.
In order to perform mantissa arithmetic a decimal alignment of mantissa operands are required. To achieve this, smaller mantissa is required to be dynamically right shifted by the difference of effective total value of large exponent and small exponent (Ediff). Ediff[BS:0] is computed by combining the difference of effective regime values (by considering their signs, which then shifted left by ES bits), and exponent differences (Line 14). The small mantissa is shifted by Ediff amount by a dynamic right shifter, and produces SM_tmp (Line 15). The dynamic right shifter is generated using the Algorithm-5. It is a parameterized dynamic right shifter designed using barrel right shifter. Its functioning is very similar to the dynamic left shifter except for the shifting direction. The addition/subtraction of shifted small mantissa and large mantissa is carried out using a (N-ES-2) bits add/sub unit and produces Add_M (Line 17). For the case of effective addition operation, any mantissa overflow (Movf) is detected by its MSB-bit and mantissa is accordingly shifted by 1-bit to the left, which requires an N-ES-2 bits 2:1 MUX (Line [18] [19] . The final total exponent value later incremented by one for true mantissa overflow. For an effective mantissa subtraction operation, if LM and SM_tmp consists of very close values, then Add_M may lose some MSB bits. In this case a normalization of mantissa is required. This requires a leading one detection (LOD) operation on Add_M and further dynamic left shifting. It requires a N-ES-1 bit LOD to get normalization shift (Nshift[RS-1:0]) amount (Line 21), and then process the dynamic left shifting (Line 22). Nshift amount is later adjusted in final exponent computation. The parameterized LOD and Dynamic left shift architecture generation is already discussed above.
After above processing the computation of final regime numerical value (R_O) and exponent (E_O) performed.
The concept of the regime value (R_O) and ES-bit exponent (E_O) computation from a total effective exponent (EXP_O) is presented in Algorithm-6. The computed resume value is later converted appropriate sequence of either 0 or 1, based on the sign of total effective exponent. For the posit adder these computations are shown below in Algorithm-7, in a hardware friendly format. First, an effective exponent output (EXP_O) is computed by combining absolute large regime value (LR) and large exponent (LE), and then adjusting it for mantissa addition overflow (Movf) and mantissa subtraction underflow amount (Nshift). The LE_O would be of (ES + RS + 1) bit-width. If EXP_O is less than 0, it is negated as EXP_ON. Based on the EXP_O and EXP_ON, the final regime R_O and final exponent E_O are computed in lines 3-5. In this unit final sign-bit (LS), regime (R_O), exponent (E_O) and mantissa (ADD_M) is processed, which are combined in next unit for further processing.
3) POSIT DATA COMPOSITION AND ROUNDING
This unit deals with the posit composition, rounding and final processing. The strategy for posit packing is shown in Fig .5 and in Algorithm-8. It is carried out using a 2*N + 3 bit REM data construction. In this the MSB N-bit are a sequence of the complement of the sign-bit of total exponent output (LE_O). It meant for creating the desired regime sequence. Since regime consists of a sequence of 1 for positive exponent and a sequence of 0 for negative sequence, a sequence of complemented sign-bit of actual exponent would act as the desired regime sequence. Also, as the regime termination bit is the opposite of regime sequence bits, thus, the same sign-bit would act as the regime sequence termination bit, which is kept just after the N-bit regime sequence. Next N-1 bits are consists of ES bits of exponent output (E_O) followed by the mantissa (ADD_M, after leaving the hidden 1 bit). Finally, a 3 bits of 0 is appended at LSB side for Guard (G), Round (R) and Sticky (S) bits for rounding purpose (Line 9). Now, the desired composition of posit is obtained by dynamic right shifting of above constructed REM by absolute regime output value (R_O) (Line 10). The shifted R_O bits at the LSB will contribute to the sticky-bit for rounding purpose (shown in Fig. 6) .
After above processing rounding is performed (Lines 11-14) . The posit format talks only of one rounding method, round-to-nearest-even method. Rounding is performed by generating the ULP-Add bit (Unit at last place addition bit) by the combination of mantissa precision bit position (L), the next-bit as Guard-bit (G), the next-bit as round-bit (R) and OR of remaining all bits as sticky-bit (S). The ULP-add bit is computed using few gates by following relation:
The ULP_add bit is added at precision bit of the posit mantissa. This will provide the required combination of regime sequence, exponent and rounded mantissa. It is to be noted that rounding addition is required only when R_O is less than equal to the maximum mantissa fraction width of posit format (N-ES-3) (Line 12-14) . Further, for true output sign-bit (LS) a two's complemented is taken as per posit format requirement (Line 15), which is then appended by sign-bit at the MSB for producing N-bit posit output (Line 17). The final posit output is produced after exceptional check for zero and infinity. For zero case all bit will be 0, and for infinity all but sign bit will be, otherwise, computed posit value will provided as final output.
All the above processing are parameterized for N and ES. The above processing discussion related to the posit data extraction, posit data construction, rounding and final processing acts in similar way for posit multiplier and division, except for core arithmetic computation. The discussion related to posit multiplier and division arithmetic generation is presented in the respective unit discussed below.
B. MULTIPLIER HDL GENERATOR
Similar to the posit adder arithmetic, the posit multiplier arithmetic also consists of three main processing section: posit extraction, core arithmetic and posit construction. The algorithmic computational flow for posit multiplier generator is shown in algorithms-9. The posit data extraction is done exactly as in Algorithm-1. It supplies the operands complemented form (XIN1, XIN2, for negative posit), sign bits (S1, S2), regime check bits (RC1, RC2), absolute regime sequence values (R1, R2), exponent values (E1, E2), mantissas (M1, M2), and infinity & zero check bits (Inf1, Inf2, Z1, Z2). IN1 → XIN1, S1, RC1, R1, E1, M1, Inf1, Z1 8: IN2 → XIN2, S2, RC2, R2, E2, M2, Inf2, Z2 9:
Inf ← Inf 1|Inf 2 10: Posit Core Multiplier Arithmetic Processing: 11: Sign Processing: 12: S ← S1 xor S2 13 The extracted components are processed for core multiplication arithmetic. The sign-bit computation requires a 1-bit xor operation among input sign bits (Line 12). For the mantissa multiplication it requires a (N-ES-2)X(N-ES-2) integer multiplier (Line 14), which output MSB bit is checked for any mantissa multiplication overflow (Line 15). For mantissa multiplication overflow, the mantissa is left shifted by 1-bit for proper normalization (Line 16), the final exponent computation is incremented by 1 (Line 20). For the exponent computation, initially the actual regime values (RG1 and RG2) are computed using respective regime check bits and absolute regime value (Lines 18-19). These regime values are combined with respective exponent (E1, E2) to provide respective effective exponent values of each operand, which are then added along with the Movf bit (mantissa overflow) to provide total output exponent value, Exp_O (Line 20). Based on Algorithm-6, using the total output exponent value Exp_O, the ES-bit exponent output E_O and absolute regime output value R_O is computed in Lines 21-23.
After core arithmetic processing, the posit construction, rounding and final processing is processed similar to the Algorithm-8 and Fig. 6 .
C. DIVISION HDL GENERATOR
This section discusses the posit division arithmetic HDL generator. Here, except the core division arithmetic processing, all other processings are similar to the posit multiplier arithmetic. Therefore, only discussion related to the core division processing is presented here. The computational flow for posit division arithmetic is presented in Algorithm-10.
After the posit data extraction, output sign-bit is computed as the xor operation among operands sign bits. The exponent processing (lines 17-23) consists of first combining the regimes with respective exponents, then perform subtraction of divisor total exponent value from dividend value. The outcome is then adjusted for mantissa division underflow and for whether if divisor fraction is zero. After, it is processed similar to the posit multiplier for computation of exponent output (E_O) and absolute regime output value (R_O).
The mantissa division generator is designed using NewtonRaphson (NR) method [14] - [16] . Newton-Raphson method uses the Newton's method to find the inverse of the denominator mantissa and which is then multiply by the numerator mantissa to compute the mantissa quotient. Let N is numerator and D is denominator, then it proceeds as follows: 1) Get an approximated inverse of D, as X 0 2) Compute the successive more accurate approximations
Here, in step-2 the number of correct bits in inverse approximation doubles after each iteration of Newton-Raphson method. Thus, based on the correct size of initial approximation number of iteration is determined for a give output precision.
Based on above NR method, the mantissa division generator is designed and its computational flow is presented in Algorithm-11. It is parameterized for the number of NR iteration. The initial approximation address and word size is taken as ceil(mantissa width / 2 NR_Iter ). However, for very small mantissa width (<= 8), only look-table approximation is used and no NR iteration is taken. With this settings it requires two NR iterations for up-to 32-bit posits and one NR iteration for up-to 16-bit posits, in order to achieve the required accuracy. VOLUME 7, 2019 In the presented generator, a look-up table of size 2 8 × 9 is used, which is suitable for up to 32-bit posit. For higher precision requirement, i.e. for more than 32-bit posit a larger lookup table would be needed based on the effective mantissa size and NR iterations. However, with more NR iterations the effective look-up table size would be smaller. As shown in Algorithm-11 lines 17-26, the required size of look-up table is generated for a given parameter sets. Using the initial approximation, a for loop generator is used for successive NR iterations generation (lines 34-37). In each NR iteration it uses two (i*IW + 1)x(MW + 1) integer multipliers and one subtractor, where i is i th NR iteration. After completing NR iteration final approximation is then multiplied by the numerator mantissa (line 38) with a (MW + 1)×(MW + 1) integer multiplier to produce the division quotient.
After the core division computation, the posit construction, rounding, and final processing is carried out similar to the posit multiplier and presented in lines (24-37) of Algorithm-10.
IV. PIPELINED POSIT ARITHMETIC ARCHITECTURES
This section discusses the pipelined architectures for 32-bit posit with ES = 6. It is constructed for each of the adder/subtractor, multiplier and division arithmetic unit. Here, ES = 6 is selected as it requires a maximum mantissa width of 23-bit (N-ES-3), which is same as that for single precision floating point format. However, the similar architecture can be used for different ES values without any larger modifications.
A. ADDER/SUBTRACTOR ARCHITECTURE WITH N = 32 AND ES = 6
The architecture of posit adder with N = 32 and ES = 6 is presented in Fig. 7 . It is constructed with 5-stage pipeline registers.
The first stage deals with the posit data extraction, which is carried out as shown in Algorithm-1 and Fig. 4 . It requires some logic gate operations for zero, infinity checks. It also needs a 32-bit 2's complement converter (invert and add-1) if posit is negative, a 32-bit LOD for detecting regime termination bit, a 32-bit dynamic left shifter for regime sequence flushing out. Along with posit data extraction, this stage also find out the large operand using a 31-bit greaterthan-equal-to unit.
The second, third and part of fourth stages perform core arithmetic processing as discussed in Algorithm-4. The second stage first computes the large and small operand components (sign LS,SS; regime-check bit LRC, SRC; regime value LR, SR; exponent value LE,SE; and mantissa LM,SM) using 2:1 MUXs. Then it computes the total effective exponent value difference by first combining the regime values to the respective exponent value and then perform a ES + RS bits subtraction. The small mantissa is right shifted by this exponent difference value using a 23-bit dynamic right shifter which consists of 5 levels of 23-bit barrel shifters.
The third stage perform the mantissa addition/subtraction operation based on the effective required operation (S1Ŝ2) IN1 → XIN1, S1, RC1, R1, E1, M1, Inf1, Z1 8: IN2 → XIN2, S2, RC2, R2, E2, M2, Inf2, Z2 9:
Inf ← Inf 1|Inf 2 10: Posit Core Division Arithmetic Processing: 11: Sign Processing: 12: S ← S1 xor S2 13: Mantissa Division Processing using Newton-Raphson Method: 14: M ← Algorithm-11 (M1, M2) 15 :
(Check Mantissa Underflow) 16: M ← Mudf ? M : M << 1 (1-bit Mantissa Shifting for overflow) 17: Final EXPONENT (E_O) and REGIME (R_O) Processing: Discharge Output while considering Exceptions using a 24-bit add-sub unit. The result is checked for any mantissa overflow. Further, a LOD operation is carried out on the result to find the leading 1 in case of mantissa underflow following an effective subtraction operation earlier, and consequently in fourth stage the mantissa add/sub result is accordingly left shifted to normalize it. The fourth stage also computes the final sign bit and update the large exponent with mantissa overflow and left shift normalization amount to produce the total effective exponent value. The core computation processing completed at this point and posit construction processing begins (Algorithmrefposit-construct). The output regime value (R_O) and exponent value (E_O) are evaluated using Algorithm-6&7, which requires a 2's complement converter and an adder. The regime sequence, exponent value and mantissa along with GRS (Guard, Round and Sticky bits) 2*N + 3 bits packing is also performed in 4th stage (as shown in Fig. 6 ).
The fifth/last stage of posit adder architecture first dynamically right shift the above constructed REM sequence by output regime value (R_O) in order to shift required regime sequence towards right. Then it perform the rounding operation (round to nearest even), where it computes ULP (unit at last place) using precision bit (L), Guard-bit, Round-Bit and Sticky-bit and then add it to shifted REM at precision bit. The result is then updated according to the sign bit (take 2's complement if true sign bit), infinity and zero exceptional cases and provide the final posit addition output.
B. MULTIPLIER ARCHITECTURE WITH N = 32 AND ES = 6
The pipelined architecture for 32-bit posit with ES = 6 is presented in Fig. 8 . It consists of 6 pipeline stages. Here, only core arithmetic processing are discussed and remaining processing are similar to the corresponding adder units (the posit extraction, posit construction and final processing). The largest unit in the posit multiplier architecture is the mantissa multiplication. For N = 32 and ES = 6, it requires a 24 × 24 unsigned integer multiplier. The architecture for 24 × 24 multiplier is shown in Fig. 9 . It consists of 3 pipeline stages and constructed using a DSP48E embedded unit in Xilinx FPGA device. Primarily, a DSP48E unit can process a 25 × 18 signed multiplication and a 48 bit accumulation, along with several other operations. Here, one DSP48E unit is composed with a 24 × 7 multiplier to form the 24 × 24 multiplier. The final pipeline register in this unit is merged with the next pipeline register of main architecture (Fig. 8) .
Further, the mantissa multiplication result is checked for the mantissa overflow and processed accordingly. The sign bit is computed as an XOR operation between both sign bits. The total output exponent value is computed by first combining the effective regime values with the respective exponent values and then adding them together with the mantissa overflow bit. After this E_O and R_O are computed which is followed by the posit construction and final processing stages.
C. DIVISION ARCHITECTURE WITH N = 32 AND ES = 6
The architecture for 32-bit posit with ES = 6 is shown in Fig. 10 . It is constructed with 12 pipeline stages. Only core arithmetic processing are discussed here, as other related computations are similar to the respective processing in above arithmetic units.
The mantissa division architecture is shown in Fig 11. It is based on 2 iterations of Newton-Raphson division method. It consists of 9 pipeline stages: 6 for 2 NR iterations and 3 for final multiplication between dividend mantissa and final divisor inverse approximation. First, a 9-bit inverse approximation of divisor mantissa is obtained from a 2 8 × 9 look-up table with 8 MBS bits of divisor mantissa (excluding hidden bit) as address bits.
The first NR iteration consists of two 25 × 9 multiplier and a subtractor. The 25 × 9 multiplier architecture is shown in Fig 12. It consists of one DSP48E unit and a 1 × 8 multiplier. The sum of both multiplier is carried out by adder available on DSP48E unit. It requires 3 stages for first NR iteration. The second NR iteration consists of two 25 × 17 multiplier and one subtractor. It also requires 3 pipeline stages. The architecture for 25 × 17 multiplier is shown in Fig. 13 , which is composed by one DSP48E unit and a 1 × 17 multiplier. This produces the improved divisor mantissa inverse approximation which suitable for 24-bit precision.
Finally, the dividend mantissa is multiplied by inverse approximation using a 25 × 25 multiplier. The architecture for 25 × 25 multiplier is shown in Fig. 14 . It consists of a DSP48E, one 25 × 8 and one 1 × 17 multiplier. The strategy for this multiplication break-up is also shown in Fig. 14. It is a 3 stage multiplier. Thus, mantissa division using 2 NR iterations requires 5 DSP48 multipliers along with several small multipliers, and a look-up table for initial inverse approximation. 
V. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS
All the generated posit arithmetic units are functionally verified against the Julia package for posit [18] provided by the posit developers using several millions of random test cases. Moreover, a complete validation is done for 8-bit posit for all the generated arithmetic. are used for integer multiplications and look-up-table in posit multiplier and posit divider implementation on FPGA device, instead of DSP48 and BRAM IPs. It can be observed that for the adder arithmetic, for a given word size the resource utilization does not vary much for different ES values. It is because all the major sub-components of adder unit are mostly dependent on word-size dimension as compared to ES. Whereas, in the case of multiplier and divider units, the resource utilization decreases with the increasing ES value. This is because in these units the inherent integer multiplications are resource dominating units, and by increasing ES value the effective mantissa width decreases which leads to decrease in the multipliers resource requirements. Further, in the posit divider unit two NR iterations are used on 32-bit posit, while no NR iteration is used for 8-bit posit (only enough look-up-table approximation is generated for posit mantissa less than 9-bit). Moreover, a parametric variation in NR iterations can be seen for 16-bit posit, which is implemented with one and two NR iterations.
The proposed pipelined architectures are also implemented on Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGA device for (32,6) posit adder, multiplier and divider arithmetic units and respective design metrics are presented in Table- 1. These pipelined architectures are designed using FPGA specific key resources (DSP48E, BRAM) in order to optimize them for the design platform, as discussed in their respective description. Here, value of ES is taken as 6 as it would leads to a maximum mantissa width of 23-bit (N-ES-3), similar to single precision (SP) mantissa bit-width and it can used to visualize the design metrics of both the posit and SP floating point. None-the-less, same approach can be used for different ES values.
A comparison of proposed posit adder and multiplier generator is shown in Table- 2. It is compared against Chaurasiya et al. [12] . Since [12] has reported the synthesis results using DSP48E for mantissa multiplication in posit multiplier, and also carried out synthesis without any primary input/output registers. So, we have also carried out a similar synthesis for the proposed posit adder and multiplier M. K. Jaiswal, H. K.-H. So: PACoGen: Hardware Posit Arithmetic Core Generator generator to get the resource utilization under similar synthesis environment. For both cases, the DSP48E uses are same in all posit formats. A comparison of ''area (LUT) × period (ns)'' product is shown is Table-2 for overall comparison. It can be seen that the proposed posit HDL generator outperform the [12] in various posit configurations of adder and multiplier arithmetic.
A visualization of posit arithmetic implementation details as against the single precision floating point arithmetic is discussed here. Another recent pipelined implementation of a fixed size (32,3) posit adder and multiplier architectures is also included here, together with present proposed.
Table-3 includes the pipelined architectures of 32-bit posit adders and single precision floating point adders. Various methods of single precision floating point adder is included here. The FP architecture from Flopoco [19] and Xilinx [20] supports only simplified normal single precision implementation and thus use smaller resources compared of a fully IEEE-754 compliant implementation. It can be visualize that the design metrics for posit architectures found an average place among various methods of floating point adder implementation.
Table4 presents the design metrics of pipelined posit multipliers and some recent single precision floating point multipliers. Similar to the adder unit, here also we can see that posit multipliers do not seek beyond the FP multipliers. Also, the presented floating-point multipliers only support normal implementation, and it would need more resources and periods for fully IEEE-754 supported implementation.
Similarly, Table-5 recurrence method for division and support only normal floating point processing. The proposed posit division and [23] is based on Newton-Raphson division method, which is a multiplicative division method. However, [23] has presented the SP inverse metrics, a full division, which would need an extra 24 × 24 integer multiplier. In general the multiplicative division methods are used for better performance, low latency but at some hardware cost. However, the digit recurrence method requires smaller area but with large latency's. With similar division method (NR) posit appears to find similar design metrics, as the core mantissa arithmetic processing is exactly similar in both cases and it is dominating architectural component.
In general, the core arithmetic computational flow is mostly similar for both the posit and floating point. The main difference appears in the input extraction and output construction related architecture, which is little costly in posit due to run-time varying fields. However, in floating point the exceptional and sub-normal handling also require a complex architectural handling and mostly affect the timing metrics. On the other hand, at qualitative point of view, the posits provides more dynamic range for similar word-size along with more exact and accurate results [6] , [9] along with several other benefits. All the proposed posit arithmetic HDL generator units are parameterized for N and ES which can generate hardware for any desired value. The source code of all the proposed posit arithmetic HDL generator and pipelined architectures modules will be provided as an open-source material which will be available at [24] . To the best of authors' knowledge the proposed posit HDL generator for division arithmetic remains the only available proposal. These open-source proposal on posit arithmetic HDL generator would provide a basic platform for more advance and innovative research on posit arithmetic and its application on hardware platform.
A. FIR FILTER IMPLEMENTATION USING POSIT ARITHMETIC
Here we are presenting the implementation details of a 4-tap FIR filter using posit arithmetic cores as an example case. The architecture of FIR filter is shown in Fig. 17 and is based on the function-4. The implementation is carried out with full-use as well as with no-use of DSP48 IP. The implementation details for FIR filter using 3 different posit word size is presented in Table- [24] 
